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Security Chiefs to Convene at DMT’s Radar Symposium
27 FEB 2018 – Joe Lawless, April Danos, Daniel Morehead, David St. Pierre, and Eddie Hughes
may be leaders of different industries, but their talents tend to combine in the name of the
strongest security solution possible: the integrated system. To better understand how these
systems work and why they are critical to port, airport, energy and government security, DMT –
a premier security radar manufacturer – will be hosting its Security Symposium at Port Manatee
in Palmetto, Florida on March 13th-15th, 2018.
This free admission, unclassified event will feature the industry experts and technology essential
to successful systems integration, with a focus on: waterside security; drone detection; radar
technology; camera technology; grant-writing; command centers; site surveying, and more,
including hands-on training with the IDAR, Black Marlin and XRDS radar systems.
Keynote speakers like Lawless, former Chairman of the AAPA and current President of the
International Association of Airport and Seaport Police, and Danos, the Director of Information
Technology at the Greater Lafourche Port Commission, will be offering their expertise through
special sessions such as Law Enforcement Usage of Radars, Cyber Security, and the Creation of
a Command Center. Other sessions include Base Waterside Security (with Daniel Morehead,
CEO of OCEANS, LLC), Grant Writing, Integration Software, Systems Integration, and Radar
101 – a comprehensive introduction to radar technology – with Eddie Hughes, DMT’s President.
In tandem with these sessions, DMT will also be hosting multiple demonstrations throughout the
Port of Manatee complex. DMT will perform ground, waterside and drone detection
demonstrations with its on-site radars, and offer all participants a chance to experience these
proven security solutions for themselves. “Symposiums like these are excellent places for
informational exchange, especially for system integrators and people looking for waterside or
wide area security”, says Hughes.
To register for the Symposium, or to obtain further information, please email either Jaime
Hughes (jnhughes@dmtradar.com) or Zach Nicholls (zwnicholls@dmtradar.com). Limited seating is
available and registration cut off is March 9th, 2018.

